SYNOPSIS OF “HUMANITY: MEANING, PURPOSE, AND VAULE
(A PROLIFER TALKS TO A PRO-DEATHER)

Purpose
Man’s chief and primary purpose is to glorify God.

Man is created to be a worshipper.

Man was also created to be a steward.

Meaning
What gives meaning to our lives?

Answer: Relationships

Our relationship with God

Our relationship with others

Value
We are created in the image of God.

We can have a relationship with God.

We have witnessed the devaluing of human by Satan.
    
    Moloch and Baals

    Carthage, Roman, China

Abortion
Timeline

Pre-colonial, colonial days, 1800’s, The Spiritualist, Civil War,

Margaret Sanger-Nurse, all-women’s clinic, arrested, Europe, Eugenics movement, abortion, Planned Parenthood

Roe v. Wade
Dred Scott

“After-birth abortion: why should the baby live?” by Giubillni and Mierva

Responding To Pro-Death

1. The fetus is just a part of the woman’s body.
   Reply: DNA, Mother may die but baby may live or baby may die but mother may live

2. A delivered child is a person. This is the functionality (or the quality of life) argument.
   Reply: Our personhood is not based on functionality
   Dred Scott-treat equals equally, treat unequal things unequally
   Our humanism is based on our human nature.
   The child in the womb is not a “thing” he/she is a human being
   Peter Singer

3. No one can know when life began.
   Even a young child can tell it is a baby.
   Conception-life from life

4. Every person has the right choose.
   Rights are restricted. No one can do whatever they want whenever they want to whom they want.

5. Abortion is a decision between a woman and her doctor. This is the right to privacy argument.
   Replay: we do not have an absolute right to privacy.
   Men (and women) need to be held accountable for their actions.

6. Even if abortion is made illegal abortions will still be done.
   Abortion kills a child-should we make all murders legal?

7. Rape and Incest
   Should the child be blamed and be made another victim?

8. Life of the mother
   States recognized this even before Roe v. Wade and allowed for it.